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Abstract—Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) illustrate mobile P2P networks, which hold significant promise in improving traffic safety and alleviating traffic congestion. Reliable VANET-based services require dynamic resource management due to limited and often fluctuating network connectivity of VANETs that stem from the wireless and mobile nature of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. To address these needs, a collaboration with Road-Side Units (RSU) have been proposed to complement V2V communication by providing event and data brokering capability in the form of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. Deploying RSUs involves upfront investment and maintenance costs, and hence solutions are needed that maximize the benefit of RSUs by placing them effectively in accordance to existing and projected traffic density, and the types of services planned for VANETs. To address these challenges, this paper proposes a novel Voronoi diagram-based algorithm for the effective placement of RSUs using packet delay and loss as a criteria. This approach has two-fold advantages: a significant reduction in the number of RSUs required to cover a geographic region, and increase in the logical coverage area of each RSU irrespective of the dynamic vehicular traffic conditions thereby improving reliability of communications. This algorithm has been evaluated in the context of a road network and traffic conditions for an urban area. When compared with other baseline placement algorithms, communication reliability stemming from our Voronoi diagram-based placement algorithm results in less packet delay and lesser packet loss both of which are important to realize the different VANET-based services.

Index Terms—Dynamic resource management in vehicular networks; collaboration via road-side units; placement using Voronoi diagrams.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are an exemplar of mobile P2P networks that can support a variety of services to help in alleviating traffic congestion via timely rerouting and control of traffic signals, timely evacuation during emergencies, improving safety during lane changing and maintaining minimum braking distance depending on road conditions, and even supporting multimedia applications such as streaming and multi-player games (played by passengers).

Despite the promise offered by VANETs, for these services to indeed be useful to the society and to scale to larger regions and vehicular traffic, VANETs must be able to overcome key challenges stemming from the frequent disruptions in the availability of network connectivity caused in large part to the highly dynamic nature of the vehicle to vehicle (V2V) network, and bandwidth loss caused due to high and variable speeds of vehicles moving in different directions. For example, since the nodes (i.e., vehicles) in a VANET move very fast – no less than 40 miles/hour on highways – a stable and sustained connection between any two given nodes is highly improbable or at least cannot be assured. Even with a communication range as high as 250 meters between any two vehicles, at such speeds, the vehicles can establish an effective connection for at most two seconds(not accounting for initial connection setup delay), particularly when they are heading in opposite directions.

Such a short time duration to maintain communication capabilities makes it hard to realize the range of services outlined above – particularly when the timeliness and quality of the disseminated data is paramount. To overcome these challenges, it has been suggested to deploy road-side units (RSUs) as a means to provide a collaborative mechanism for dynamic resource management in VANETs and provide the QoS assurances to applications. The collaboration between vehicles and RSUs is enabled through a vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) network.

Despite many technical advances and standardization in this realm, a number of challenges still remain unresolved. Of particular importance to us in this paper is the issue of effective placement of RSUs. RSUs help to overcome the inherent unreliability in V2V communications by providing an alternate, high availability channel for communication and serving as brokers for data exchange thereby promoting dynamic resource management among vehicles, and the vehicles and the wired network. However, an ad hoc placement of RSUs will not address the original problem. Moreover, a solution comprising RSUs requires an upfront investment, and hence their placement must be planned in accordance to several factors including (a) present and projected traffic patterns and vehicular density, (b) the variety of services that are emerging and their communication profile, and (c) the technical advances as well as limitations of the underlying communication mechanisms. All the while, the cost of placement and maintenance must be kept low for it to be an economically viable solution.

In this paper we address these requirements by proposing a novel RSU placement algorithm based on the notion of a
Voronoi Diagram [1]. We evaluate the effectiveness of RSU placement resulting from our algorithm in the context of a road network and traffic conditions for representative urban area. When compared with other baseline placement algorithms, the reliability and availability of vehicular communications stemming from our Voronoi diagram-based placement algorithm illustrates significantly less packet delay and lesser packet loss both of which are indicators of higher reliability and availability, and are important to realize the different VANET-based services.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related research in RSU and V2V communications, comparing them with our work; Section III describes the Voronoi-based algorithm and the methodology for efficient placement of RSUs; Section IV describes a range of experiments using simulation to test the efficacy of algorithm providing results of these simulations; and finally Section V provides concluding remarks highlighting the lessons learned and provides directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

This section describes related research comparing it with our research. Although the core problem we address in this paper is the placement of RSUs to improve reliability of vehicular communications, our technique is developed considering specific models of vehicular mobility and the need to balance data traffic across available communication mechanisms, such as V2V and V2I. Therefore in this section we focus on the following dimensions of prior research: (a) the models used to characterize and simulate traffic, (b) the communication mechanism used, such as V2V or V2I or both, and (c) works that are similar in spirit to ours.

A. Models and Algorithms Used

Studying how applications behave in mobile and wireless environments requires models for mobility, and assumptions about the wireless environment. Earlier experimentation considered different mobility models, such as random mobility or random waypoint, and different traffic distributions like Exponential and Gaussian. These mobility models were used predominantly in research on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). VANETs are similar to MANETs, however, with a key difference: vehicles in VANETs cannot move randomly as prescribed by the random waypoint models, and moreover, they move at significantly higher speeds than those considered in MANET research. Thus, our research was required to leverage only those models that are compliant with the VANET characteristics.

Specialized models for VANETs were developed in the past, such as the car following model, and cellular automaton model. In the car following model [2], [16], [20] vehicles move in a single lane and their behavior depends entirely on the vehicle ahead of it. In the cellular automata model [3], [10], [12], the entire region is divided into a number of cells where the behavior of vehicles in one cell depends on the behavior of vehicles in adjacent cells. Other models like fluid flowing also exist, where vehicles are considered to be behaving as if they are part of a platoon and hence modeled as a group and not individually. The flow of one platoon is dependent on the flow on the nearest platoon ahead of it.

Since real-world traffic data is of aggregated nature (e.g., the number of vehicles crossing a junction), proper simulation of traffic data using mobility models is necessary to obtain meaningful results. Our research leverages the car following model since modeling the V2V communication, which is based on hop-by-hop data traversal among vehicles is better captured when individual vehicles are the primary artifact of any model.

B. Communication Mechanism

Our survey of previous work that aim to provide real-time applications in VANETs can be classified into those that primarily use V2V or V2I but seldom both.

1) Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication: In [22], the probabilistic delay for each RSU has been analytically determined using the maximum speed and total average traffic for the road segment. In [19], a power saving model based on the number of RSUs required to achieve a specified connectivity level is presented. The model has also been analytically validated. Game theory is used in [17] to illustrate a distributed approach to obtain an optimum number of RSUs. However, this approach is deemed useful for sparse networks only, where fluctuations in traffic is not substantial. So the work is most applicable to traffic on freeways where the traffic is free flowing and does not incur high fluctuations. In contrast, our work proposes a placement of RSU in an environment which caters to multiple traffic conditions all at once: sparse, dense, stable, and fluctuating. In another approach [11], vehicles do not communicate with RSUs individually but through one leader to reduce the network traffic and to use bandwidth efficiently. The leader will collect all information from other nodes and share it with RSUs.

2) Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication: Several approaches have been proposed for vehicles to communicate efficiently with other vehicles using V2V. In [22], vehicles communicate based on the nature of data to communicate, e.g., priority of the data. Only vehicles with higher priorities will get a particular data. An approach where vehicles communicate pairwise in opposite directions is presented in [18]. In another work [5], vehicles communicate based on their locations on particular road. First, the vehicles share their locations with remote nodes, and then decide which information to share. These approaches focus only on V2V communication, which as we see later is not enough for VANET applications.

C. Capacity Planning and Infrastructure Related Work

The possibility of leveraging existing infrastructure like cell phone towers as RSU-equivalents have been tested in prior work. In [14], the authors estimate the number of communicating vehicles per cell tower in the city of Munich. Their results show that at most 600 vehicles can be reached per cell tower. Since cell towers are not deployed considering road network, the authors conclude that cell towers may not be
sufficient for VANET communication. A similar approach has been tested in [6], however, this approach used a combination of different technologies including GPS, WiFi and cellular network to communicate among cars. Another paper [21] uses Voronoi Diagrams for determining the coverage area by cell towers, however, the placement of cell towers is not based on Voronoi Diagrams but only to determine the optimum coverage area of each cell tower. Another approach for placement is evaluated in [13], but it uses only junctions (mostly busiest junctions) for RSU placement.

In all of the above approaches we surveyed, prior work attempts to improve network communication among the vehicles (and infrastructure) but do not consider the fluctuations in traffic patterns which depend upon factors such as time of the day and location. Moreover, these approaches also exclusively consider either V2V or V2I but not both. In contrast, our work achieves dynamic resource management by establishing a collaborations between vehicles (i.e., V2V) and RSUs (i.e., V2I) by making effective placement decisions for RSUs. Moreover, our work also considers fluctuating traffic conditions, time of the day and location information.

III. VORONOI DIAGRAM-BASED RSU PLACEMENT

This section presents our RSU placement algorithm that is based on the idea of a Voronoi Diagram [1]. In a Voronoi diagram, a region is divided into cells that are convex polygons. The formation and shape of each polygon is dictated by the presence of a unique point (sometimes called the generating point) within that polygon such that every other point in that cell is closer to its generating point than any other generating points of other cells formed. Figure 1 depicts a conceptual rendering of a Voronoi diagram.

Fig. 1. Voronoi Diagram of N random points. Every point in particular region is closest to the shown point of that region than a point in any other region. Figure is borrowed from [1].

A. Key Idea in Using Voronoi Diagrams for VANETs

We describe why Voronoi diagrams provide a promising approach to resolving the RSU placement problem. Recall that our goal is to improve the reliability of VANET connectivity while minimizing the number of RSUs needed to cover as large an area of the transportation network as possible. The key insight in our placement algorithm stems from the definition of Voronoi diagrams and the role played by the generating points in the convex polygons. Let us assume that the RSUs are placed at the location of the generating point of the convex polygons of the Voronoi diagram that are formed for a given urban road network. In such a setup, the contours of the convex polygon that surrounds the RSU will be formed based on whatever criteria we choose to form the polygon.

In our case since we are interested in providing reliable connectivity to VANET services that provide assured latencies, one criteria to form the polygons can be the maximum tolerable packet delay. In turn it means how further away can data packets travel from the RSU potentially taking multiple hops between individual vehicles that are traveling on roads away from the RSU before a specified time limit is reached. Thus, the polygon surrounding the RSU may be larger than the RSU’s physical signal range since the packet can traverse distance larger than the signal range due to multihop communication. This in turn means that a single RSU can reliably cover a larger area of the transportation network while still meeting the packet delays.

Due to the properties of Voronoi diagram, each vehicle will be now be covered by one RSU only, which also happens to be its nearest RSU from the perspective of delay incurred. This criterion maximizes the area covered by given RSUs while meeting the allowable delay bound for every vehicle since each vehicle based on its location is assigned to nearest RSU and no vehicle is left unassigned. If this criteria were aggregated with maximizing the number of vehicles served by the RSU, i.e., minimizing the packet losses, then by reconciling these two parameters in the formation of Voronoi diagram, we will have a solution for capacity planning for RSU placement problem in VANETs.

B. Illustration via an Example

We explain our idea using a simple example. Consider city planners wanting to deploy n gas stations at optimal locations to offer their service more efficiently. To begin with, they can create a Voronoi diagram by using distance as a parameter and apply it to the city map with gas stations being the head node of the Voronoi diagram. After a Voronoi diagram is created, every other point in the map will be associated with one of the gas stations in such a way that the distance from that other point to a specific gas station is smallest compared to distance to any other gas station. In this way, every point in the city will be associated to one gas station that is nearest to it.

However, the diagram thus formed is based solely on one parameter – distance – but does not account for the population density. As a result, it is likely that gas stations may end up getting uneven number of customers. To offset these load imbalances, we can create another Voronoi diagram using the number of customers as a parameter. After the new Voronoi diagram is formed using customers as a parameter, the area
covered by a specific gas station, say A, will be proportional to its number of customers. Thus, larger the number of customers in an area, larger is the cell size formed by the Voronoi diagram for that gas station. Gas station A will now be surrounded by cells of different sizes in which other gas stations are placed. Consequently, we balance the load among A and its neighbors such that all gas stations will have equal load share.

However, recall that minimizing the driving distance to a gas station was the original criteria. Therefore, it is important to reconcile the Voronoi diagram formed using number of customers as the parameter with the Voronoi diagram formed using distance as a parameter.

C. Two-Stage Voronoi Diagram Algorithm for VANETs

Our Voronoi diagram approach for VANETs in an urban region to place RSUs follows very much the same approach as in the gas station example. The difference in the VANET case is that in the first pass we use maximum delay encountered by a packet transmitted from one RSU to reach another RSU as a metric to compute the RSU neighborhood map in the Voronoi diagram. Any packet delays exceeding this limit hinders service availability. Recall that an urban region, where these services are to be deployed, comprises a mix of areas with freeways, highways, and residential neighborhoods with smaller roads and lanes. Consequently the movement and speeds of vehicles within the signal range of an RSU will be different depending on where in the urban area that RSU is placed, which in turn will impact the propagation of data packets and the delay they encounter. Our algorithm considers these possibilities. At the end of first phase we will have computed a Voronoi diagram based on delay metric but it has the likelihood of creating load imbalance among RSUs. The second phase of our approach adjusts the RSU placement within this neighborhood map by balancing load to alleviate packet losses. Both these steps together improve the reliability and availability of VANET communications.

1) Stage I Algorithm: Algorithm 1 describes the first stage of the RSU placement algorithm for VANETs using Voronoi diagrams. This algorithm makes RSU placement decision assuming one kind of VANET-based service that is to be deployed. The algorithm takes as input the maximum number of RSUs that are allowed by the city planners, a map of an urban area, mobility properties of traffic, and maximum tolerable delay for the service before its quality degrades, and a few other parameters.

The algorithm starts by placing RSUs at some initial position either randomly or by spreading them evenly (Line 1). If they are evenly spread out, the distance between any two RSUs is denoted \( D_{\text{init}} \). Since an RSU may be placed in different areas of an urban region, it is highly likely that the density of vehicles in the signal range of that RSU, and the speeds at which they travel are going to be different. To determine the density of vehicles in a region, our algorithm uses population density data available from census data and computes these parameters (Line 3) for every RSU. The traffic movement generation is explained in section IV-A.

Since our goal is to determine the polygons of the Voronoi diagram based on packet delay as the metric, the algorithm proceeds by determining how much distance can a single packet propagate from one RSU to the other using both V2I and V2V communication until the max delay is reached. We do this by assigning a single packet belonging to the chosen service to all the RSUs in the region and let the packet propagate from a given RSU towards other RSUs (Line 6) by

\[ \text{Algorithm 1: Computing RSU Neighborhood Map} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N ) = Number of RSUs available // evenly placed to begin with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A ) = Area under consideration in square miles // using a map of a region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_v ) = Signal range of an RSU in meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{veh} ) = Range of a vehicle’s receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{\text{init}} ) = Initial distance between two RSUs // in evenly placed case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{max} ) = Maximum allowable delay suffered by a packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_{\text{veh}} ) = Bandwidth available to each vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) = Coefficient of effective bandwidth loss due to speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta ) = Degree of fine-grainness over traversal direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{sim}} ) = Time period the algorithm is executed (say as a simulation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: // local variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_{\text{ext}} ) = Extended range of an RSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{\text{veh}} ) = Average number of vehicles per hour in a given region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{\text{ms}} ) = Average number of vehicles per square mile for a given region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_h ) = Average speed of vehicle when on Interstate(highest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_m ) = Average speed of vehicle when on state highways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_l ) = Average speed of vehicle when on other roads(lowest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_{\text{eff}} ) = Effective Bandwidth loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood map of RSUs based on packet delay as the parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_u ) = Number of useful vehicles /* Computed as a side-effect and used in the next stage for optimization */</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
begin
/* Start with an initial placement of RSUs. The value of \( D_{\text{init}} \) will depend on such an initial placement that is chosen. */
\( D_{\text{init}} \) is a constant in this case. Also, note that an RSU is referred to as a Node in the algorithm. */
for \( i = 1 \rightarrow N \) do
0. Compute values of \( V_{\text{veh}}, V_{\text{ms}}, S_h, S_m, S_l \) in the signal range of node \( i \)
1. RouteSet\( _{ij} \) ← subset of all possible routes from node \( i \) to every other node \( j \) (other than \( i \)) that are \( \beta \) radians apart
2. foreach route \( r \) in RouteSet\( _{ij} \) do
3. Propagate a packet up to distance \( D_{\text{max}} \) is reached utilizing all available vehicles moving at speeds \( S_h, S_m, \) and \( S_l \) away from node \( i \) along route \( r \) leveraging both V2I and V2V
4. if \( \text{propagation time} = D_{\text{max}} \) then
5. /* We have reached the maximum allowed propagation time as prescribed by the quality of service of the application */
6. Note the location coordinates on the map at this instance when \( D_{\text{max}} \) is reached
7. RouteSet\( _{ij} \) ← RouteSet\( _{ij} \cup \{\text{location coordinates}\} \)
8. Calculate the bandwidth loss \( B_{\text{loss}} \) while traveling for each speed zone, \( S_h, S_m, S_l \) using the coefficient of effective bandwidth loss, \( \alpha \)
9. \( N_u = (V_{\text{veh}} \times t_{\text{sim}}) \times 1 - \frac{D_{\text{init}}}{R_{\text{veh}}} \)
end
end
endfor
foreach pair of nodes \( i, j \) in \( N \) do
if RouteSet\( _{ij} \cap \text{RouteSet}_{ji} \neq \emptyset \) then
Nodes \( i \) and \( j \) are neighbors
end
end
Save the neighborhood map for each node with the number of useful vehicles encountered, \( N_u \) during travel as weight on the links
```

\(^2\)An upper limit on the tolerable delay can be defined by the quality of service requirements of the service to be deployed in the VANET.
leveraging the vehicles within its signal range (through V2I channel) as well as by hopping from one vehicle to another (through V2V channel). Since there could exist hundreds of different road routes available to the vehicles to travel from one RSU to another, to prevent unnecessary and exhaustive searching, we choose a subset of such routes by computing a route set for the given RSU (Line 4), and allowing vehicles to travel only on those routes (Line 5).

Every packet will propagate a certain distance within a prescribed maximum duration \(d_{max}\) and may not necessarily reach the other RSU. The maximum farthest set of locations that a packet can travel given the mix of vehicles and their speeds along the routes they are allowed to take are computed (Line 8) once the packet delay bound is reached (Line 7). A set of all such locations represents the extended range of a RSU, which is computed in Line 9. The extended range of the RSU determines the contours of the polygon while the position of the RSU becomes the generating point. If the extended range of any two pairwise RSUs overlap (Line 16), then the RSUs in the pair are deemed to be neighbors. Consequently, a neighborhood map of all RSUs for the entire region is computed (Line 20).

Also, each vehicle causes bandwidth loss because of its speed. To take this loss into consideration we compute, \(N_u\) which is the portion of total vehicles which respect the delay bound despite bandwidth loss while relaying packet. \(N_u\) determines level of overlap between two RSU ranges.

Note that the resulting neighborhood map of RSUs computed by Algorithm 1 will very likely produce areas of overlap of the extended areas of RSUs that are uneven in size as seen in Figure 2. In other words, some overlapping areas may be very large while there may be gaps between the extended range. Large overlapping areas of extended coverage of neighbor RSUs represent wasted resources and lost opportunity to disseminate information over larger areas. Similarly, gaps represent areas where communication is highly unreliable. Thus, if we were to reduce the overlap by moving the RSUs away from each other, there may be an opportunity for an RSU to become a neighbor of someone else that originally was not the case thereby filling some of the gaps. Such a step would in fact improve the overall coverage area over which information can be reliably disseminated.

2) Stage II Algorithm: The objectives of the second stage of our algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 are:
   - To remove overlapping areas, and
   - To remove unattended areas.

Once we achieve above two objectives, resulting diagram becomes a true Voronoi Diagram that is useful for our purpose.

Algorithm 2 takes as input the number and position of initial RSUs with their neighbors and \(N_u\). It then iterates for each RSU by visiting its neighbors over all possible routes and tries to relocate itself at a place where it will witness maximum \(N_u\). Since every RSU will try to maximize its \(N_u\) (at the cost of neighbor), at end of the iteration, \(N_u\) will be shared equally among all RSUs. Also, this will remove any unattended spaces since in order to maximize its \(N_u\), a RSU will try to incorporate such areas in its extended range. At this point, RSUs will be placed in a place such that they leave no empty spaces and do not encroach on others’ space.

Though algorithm 2 is heuristic based, the complexity lies in determining neighborhood map and \(N_u\) of each RSU in algorithm 1. The outputs of both algorithms is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the RSUs in the center figure is not neighbor of all of its surrounding RSUs. We believe this precise determination of neighbors of each RSU plays an important role for overall extended range improvement for every RSU.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the solutions generated by our Voronoi diagram-based algorithm comparing them with other baseline techniques. We first present the experimental setup followed by the results.

A. Experimental Setup

The evaluations of our algorithm presented in this paper have been performed by using extensive simulations. The simulation includes three different types of experiments. Since no single simulator is readily available to conduct the evaluations, different simulators have been used to simulate different experiments as explained below.

Vehicular Traffic Simulator: To simulate vehicular traffic data, we used the SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [15]. SUMO is an open source simulator used in the simulation of traffic on large road networks. It focuses on microscopic behavior, i.e., simulation at the level of individual vehicles and behavior of drivers is feasible.

Data for Traffic Simulation: An important consideration for our research was the need to simulate real-world traffic patterns. Though we had access to real-world vehicular traffic information, the kind of data we possessed did not serve our purpose because the information contained data mostly about freeways and highways but not all the roads of an urban area (Nashville, TN, USA in our case). We therefore considered a different approach. We instead collected population census

---

**Algorithm 2: Adjusting RSU Placement**

**Input:**
- \(N\) = Number of RSUs available
- \(N_u\) = number of Useful Vehicles
- Neighborhood map of \(N\) RSUs with link weight as \(N_u\)

**Data:**
- \(N_{ei}\) = Neighbors of \(i\)

**Output:**
- \(Placement_i\) = Placement of RSU \(i\)

**End:**

```
Algorithm 2: Adjusting RSU Placement

begin
Initial Condition: \(N_u\), number of neighborhood maps
for \(i = 1 \rightarrow N\) do
    \(N_{ei}\) = Neighbors of \(i\)
    Traverse from \(i\) to \(N_{ei}\)
    foreach Road Segment during traversal do
        \(Placement_i\) = Current road segment if \(N_u\) maximizes for current RSU
    end
    Move \(i\) to \(Placement_i\)
end
```
data from Tiger maps that are available online for every major US city [7]. This population information is then used within SUMO’s ActivGen API to generate traffic data mimicking the real-world. We considered the urban area for the city of Nashville, TN, USA focusing on an area approximately 20×20 sq. miles. Table I shows the different parameter values we used during this part of the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>SUMO 0.12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Nashville, TN, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>20 × 20 sq. ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Types</td>
<td>2 (Bus and Car)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Signals</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Stop</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Stop Time</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Selection</td>
<td>Shortest Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Pattern</td>
<td>Car following model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>Six Different Zones (morning rush, noon lull, evening rush, midnight, early morning, special events/days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Speed</td>
<td>Three zones (high, medium, low)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baseline and evaluation metrics:** For evaluating the effectiveness of our algorithm, we use following performance metrics: Average extended range of RSUs (\(E_r\)), packet delay, packet loss and average area covered by RSUs. We also evaluate the reliability of network connectivity using our placement. We compare our algorithm to two baseline approaches. The first baseline performance is obtained by placing RSUs evenly spread across a given area. The second baseline performance was obtained by placing RSUs at the busiest junctions/traffic lights over the chosen urban area. Since it is easier to place RSUs at an existing infrastructure like a traffic light, the transportation agencies usually adopt the second approach. Though this approach appears reasonable and economical, our results demonstrate that it is in fact not vastly better than the naive approach of placing RSUs evenly.

**B. Experimental Results**

We present results evaluating the effectiveness of our Voronoi diagram-based approach using following metrics. 

**1) Average Extended Range of RSUs (\(E_r\)):** Because vehicles are assigned to each RSU in near optimal fashion in our approach, the overall V2V communication improves and results in an extended range of RSU. This occurs due to vehicles becoming carriers of RSU-generated packets to an area outside the real signal range of RSU and hence effectively increases the logical range of RSU, which is called as extended
range, $E_r$, in this paper. Figure 3 demonstrates that RSUs get maximum $E_r$ when placed according to Voronoi-based network. With our approach, the improvement in the extended range is remarkable and also increases more rapidly with additional RSUs. The same trend is not seen with the other two approaches as we can see that both other approaches (busiest junction placement and even placement) not only perform worse but also do not improve performance with added RSUs. It can be assumed in these two approaches that the range is not extensible any more. The range remains static in fact irrespective of the number of RSUs. Contrary to these approaches, in the Voronoi-based approach, RSUs will have increased range with more number of RSUs deployed. This decreases the cost of RSUs for large metropolitan areas because with addition of just one RSU, we are able to derive more range per existing RSUs.

(3) Packet Delay: Not just receiving a packet is important, but receiving it within the maximum allowable delay is desirable in VANETs for assuring the quality of service for the VANET service. This is important because most of the information, such as traffic information, weather or accident information are temporally sensitive. So we have compared our approach against other two approaches with the packet delay metric. Here, we consider packet delay for only those packets which are received before the maximum packet delay limit. Any packet received after this time limit is simply discarded as we consider such packet of no use or of very little utility. The results are shown in Figure 5. As seen, the placement of RSUs using our algorithm outperforms other cases by causing less packet delay than other two placements irrespective of number of initial RSUs used.

(2) Packet loss: The second metric is the number of packets lost by vehicles. This metric is dependent on the maximum allowable delay. Any packet received after this limit is considered as lost. We set the maximum allowable delay to 2 minutes for this evaluation. As noted earlier, each vehicle is supposed to receive one packet of x bytes per minute either from one of the RSUs or from any other vehicle. We have repeated same experiment for different sizes of packets like 16, 32, 64 and so on. It validates the suitability of our approach for different types of applications like traffic safety and multimedia applications. For this metric, the results are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, our placement causes less packet loss compared to the other two approaches. Also this performance is consistent for different number of RSUs.

(4) Coverage of Area: A direct consequence of increased extended range of RSU is that our algorithm covers much more area for a given number of RSUs (and for fixed packet delay and loss) compared to other approaches. As can be seen in Figure 6, the area covered by Voronoi Algorithm placement for 30 RSUs is more than double that of placing RSUs at busiest junction. Also this improvement persists for higher number of RSUs as high as 70. This clearly shows that the proposed placement algorithm improves the coverage area of RSUs and hence requires less number of RSUs for a given area, which makes the solution more economically viable compared to other approaches.
V. Conclusions and Future Work

The societal and environmental benefits stemming from the VANET-based services can be adjudged only when there exists an effective dynamic resource management over the highly dynamic, wireless and mobile vehicular networks. To achieve these end results, however, requires resolving a wide range of challenges in the realm of VANETs. We focused on one of the many challenges in this space, namely, capacity planning and deployment of RSUs, which serve as agents that enable collaborative dynamic resource management. By no means does the resolution of just the capacity planning and deployment challenge solve all problems in this space. Nonetheless, it is a necessary dimension of the problem space that requires new solutions, and we present our solution based on Voronoi diagrams.

Our algorithm adjusts the placement of RSU in accordance to the traffic data populated from census data of Tiger maps of US census bureau. In doing so, it benefits from the traffic patterns and maximizes the normal range of RSU to an extended range. This in turn minimizes the number of RSUs required to achieve a specific quality of service of connectivity. Our approach performs better than other baseline approaches that use evenly spaced RSUs or RSUs placed at junctions in terms of lesser delay and lesser packet loss. We have validated our claims with extensive simulations using NS2 for network, SUMO for traffic mobility, and Tiger Maps for populating traffic patterns for the city of Nashville, TN, USA.

The following limitations exist in our approach, and our future work is investigating solutions to overcome these limitations.

• The placement decisions made by our algorithm may not always be implementable because the locations where they are to be deployed may involve private land, nor does our work take into consideration obstructions, such as hills and buildings. Addressing these additional constraints in the context of our algorithm will be part of our future work.

• For faster evaluation and scalability of the algorithm, we intend to integrate our algorithm in a programmatic way into an existing OMNET simulator using TracI interface. TracI is the interface for connecting OMNET with other tools such as SUMO. This would help in faster evaluation of our algorithm using different city areas and different traffic patterns or real world traffic data.

• Our future work will seek how dynamic resource management solutions using our RSU placements improve application QoS, and scale.
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